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Continuous Learning recognizes what Partners are already doing to enhance their 
business expertise. Continuous Learning accelerates alignment between Cisco’s 
innovations in the Partner’s future business expansion by introducing Partners to new 
products and solutions earlier, and streamlines the Specializations renewal process. 
 
Q:  What was announced at Partner Summit in April 2015? 
A:  Cisco announced two new ways we are simplifying our specializations and 
Authorized Technology Provider (ATP) designations: (1) Individuals will not be 
required to retake an exam they have already taken. If an exam has changed content 
and is issued a new number, they may be required to take the new exam. (2) We will 
begin tracking your investment in additional enablement activities— training, labs, 
etc.—that are related to Cisco® architectures.  
 
Q:  Which programs are covered for No Retest and for Continuous Learning ? 
A:  Specializations and ATPs are covered for No ReTest, while Cisco Career 
certifications (CCNA, CCNP, CCIE) and Cisco Specialists certifications are not. 
Continuous Learning applies to Specializations.  Continuous Learning is not 
implemented for ATPs.  NOTE:  Continuing Education is a program for renewing 
CCIE individual certifications.  The Continuing Education Program is offered to existing 

Cisco certified individuals as a flexible alternative option for recertification. Continuing 

Education and Continuous Learning are separate programs and credit for 

completed enablement is not transferable across programs, though it’s possible that 

certain courses, exams, or events are included in both programs.  
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No Retest Rule Change for Specializations  
Q:  What is the “no-retest” rule? 
A:  In the past, every two or three years an individual holding a role in a 
specialization would need to retake the exams. The new rule is that if the exam has 
not changed, we will not require you to retest on previously passed content. 
 
Q:  How will partners know who will qualify for certain job roles? 

https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/community/certifications/cisco-continuing-education-program
https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/community/certifications/cisco-continuing-education-program


A:  Allocation drop-downs in Partner Management and Application tool will 
continue to display the candidate names who qualify for the job role. Candidates will 
continue to need to be selected by the partner administrator from said Partner 
Management and Application tool drop-down unless that candidate previously held 
the role, in which case the drop-down should be prepopulated with the candidate’s 
name.  NOTE: Program requirements update with new technology.  Please verify 
candidates are meeting the requirements necessary for the date of submission. 
 
Q:  Will the “Representative” CQS badge expire?  
A:  Candidates holding an active, approved “Representative” CQS badge as of April 
26, 2015 had their expiration date extended five years for each badge. This applies 
to all “Representative” CQS badges a single individual may hold. This extension will 
prevent the receipt of any renewal/expiration notifications for the Representative 
CQS type. 
  
Q:  How does this affect “Specialist” CQS badges? 
A:  For any job role that uses a “Specialist” CQS badge, we have modified Partner 
Management and Application to provide credit for the component exams instead of 
the completed “Specialist” CQS badge.  This will not prevent candidates from 
receiving notifications to renew the “Specialist” CQS badge, but it will allow them to 
continue to be listed as qualified in the job roles in Partner Management and 
Application tool without retaking exams and renewing the Specialist CQS badge.   
 
Q:  How does this change affect the Cisco career certification (such as Cisco CCNA® 
and CCIE®)? 
A:  For any job role that uses a Cisco career certification to fulfill the job role 
requirements, candidates will have to keep said certification up to date (renew it) 
according to Learning@Cisco renewal policies, which may require retaking one or 
more exams.  They will receive renewal/expiration notifications.   
 
Q: What’s the difference between Representative Badge, Specialist Badge, and 
Specialization job role? 
A: Representative badges are used exclusively for meeting a job role (AM, SE, FE) for 
a specialization (Data Center Architecture, Unified Fabric Technology, etc.).  Applied 
to an individual. 
 
Specialist badges are part of the career certifications paths offered by Learning @ 
Cisco as industry-recognized skill certifications for individuals (CCNA, CCNP, CCIE). 
Applied to an individual. 
 
For all specialization job roles, if the exams required to qualify for the role happen to 
match those required for a Specialist badge, we will allow either the Specialist badge 
OR just the exams.  This means that if somebody took the exams in the past and 
those same exams are still the requirements, they do NOT have to take them again to 
qualify for the job role (No Retest Rule).   However, if the individual wishes to renew 
the Specialist badge independent of the job role (every 2 years they are due) --

http://www.cisco.com/web/learning/certifications/index.html
http://www.cisco.com/web/learning/certifications/index.html#~Recert


meaning for their own purposes like inclusion on a CV/resume --  then they will 
have to pass whichever exams are currently called for in that Specialist’s 
requirements, even if passed before.  Learning @Cisco calls this a “revalidation of 
knowledge”.  We don’t require it for job roles.  This is the biggest difference between 
Representative and Specialist and is why we introduced the No Retest Rule.  The rule 
now gives individuals the option between not retaking an exam but still qualifying 
just for a job role, or retaking an exam to keep their Specialist badge active for other 
purposes while still counting it toward the job role.  Job role is a requirement that 
the Partner has to meet to get a Specialization badge at the company level. 
 
Q:  Do Career Certifications earn Continuous Learning points? 
A:  Some count in certain Architectures and some do not.  
 
Q:  Why are all Career Certifications not counted towards Continuous Learning? 
A:  Some teams have determined that since the Career Certifications are used in the 
Core Specialization requirements, they would prefer to use the Continuous Learning 
library to highlight other areas of competency. 
 
Q:  Does the No ReTest Rule reinstate expired CQS badges? 
A:  No. It applies only to those that were actively approved as of April 26, 2015. 
 
Q:  Does this mean a candidate will never have to take an exam to renew or meet job 
role requirements? 
A:  No. Candidates will have to continue to take any new exams published if used to 
fulfill job role requirements or may have to retake an exam to reinstate a CQS badge 
that was expired as of April 26, 2015. Also, for any job role that uses a Cisco career 
certification (i.e. CCNA, CCNP, CCIE or Cisco Specialist), status of those exams have 
to be maintained according to Learning@Cisco recertification policy. 
 
Q:  Can we choose to renew the Specialization by retaking exams or completing 
Continuous Learning training? 
A:  The No Retest Rule means you will only need to take exams once to get the 
specialization, if the exam content has not changed.   
 
Continuous Learning represents ongoing renewal requirements together with 
maintaining those initial exams required to earn the Specialization.  Retakes of 
the exam are only needed if a partner individual is lost from the role, or we have 
significantly updated the exam and require all existing partners to pass the new 
exam.  When we do require an updated exam for existing Specialization partners, 
that exam will also count towards a portion of the continuous learning requirement 
to offset the exam investment.  This differs from the past when renewal was based 
on retaking the same exam regardless of whether the content had changed.   
 
Q:  What if we choose to retake exams instead of completing Continuous Learning? 
We have a Specialization that expires in October 2016, but only one role needs to 
retake exams, while others are still valid. 



A:  Exams to get into the Specialization and the No Retest rule connected to them are 
not an alternative to Continuous Learning.  They work together.  Continuous 
Learning is used to renew after the first year of the Specialization. 
 
Q:  How do we know when an exam does not qualify for No Retest and needs to be 
retaken? 
A:  If there is a major change, the exam number will be updated, which designates a 
new exam, and a posted announcement will advise if the new exams are required.   
 
Q: Who will advise Partners that the exam has or has not changed to determine if 
they will need to retake the exam? 
A: We will have standard communication about updated exams in newsletters, as 
well as in the monthly program newsletter sent to the Partners from Program 
Management and Application. 
 
Q:  If the exam questions change but the exam number does not change, does it fall 
under the No Retest Rule? 
A:  If the exam number does not change, it will still be considered the same exam as 
before and does not need to be retaken.   Only major updates cause exam number 
changes.  Minor changes will not.  
 
Continuous Learning 
Q:  What is Continuous Learning? 
A:  Continuous Learning is a set of identified enablement activities that are related 
to Cisco architectures. Partners invest in activities such as training courses, either 
online or live; labs; and other learning events throughout the year to keep technical 
and sales skills up to date. Continuous Learning reflects the depth of your skills 
across certain technologies.  Please note Continuous Learning is not implemented 
for ATPs. 
 
Q:  How are Continuous Learning activities defined? 
A:  There is a process to identify enablement activities that align with Cisco 
Architectures and identify a list of eligible Continuous Learning options.  
 
Q:  Who will be able to see what enablement activities have been taken? 
A:  All data will be kept confidential and will be shared only with the Partner and 
Partner administrator, and Cisco. 
 
Q:  Will I have visibility into my own Continuous Learning? 
A:  Yes. We have reporting that gives you access to your Continuous Learning data 
via Program Management and Application (PM&A).  Note that this access is only 
available to Partner administrators and individuals without admin access will not 
have visibility into the amount of earned points. 
 
Continuous Learning View in Program Management and Application 
Q:  What is the Continuous Learning View? 

http://www.cisco.com/GO/PMA


A:  The Continuous Learning View is a module with a summary of a partner’s 
Continuous Learning status for all Specializations on the Program Management and 
Application dashboard.  Users then go into the module for the detailed view. 
  
Q:  Where can I check the points accrued by Partner company? 
A:  Points will be shown in the Application Section of Program Management and 
Application for each Specialization. A summary view of all Specializations can be 
viewed in the Continuous Learning View tab of PM&A.  Also, reports can be exported 
from the Continuous Learning View tab for tracking Continuous Learning Points. 
 
Q:  Will PAMs and VPAMs have access to keep track of Partners’ Continuous 
Learning progress? 
A:  Yes, if the PAM is associated to the Partner in Partner Management and 
Application, then the PAM will be able to see the Partner status related to points and 
renewal. 
 
Continuous Learning Library  
Q:  What is the Continuous Learning Library?  
A:  The Continuous Learning Library is a content portal on SalesConnect. It contains 
Specialization content.  Partners can view and link to Continuous Learning training, 
including exams, labs, and events.  Topics expand on core Specialization content, 
provide timely product updates, and offer exposure to cross architecture priorities. 
 
Q:  How is content added to the Continuous Learning Library? 
A:  Multiple, cross-functional teams will be researching appropriate content. New 
content undergoes a rigorous internal review process and will be regularly added to 
the Continuous Learning Library. 
 
Q:  Is there an easy way to get a list of Continuous Learning courses that are in 
SalesConnect by advanced Specialization and by point value? 
A:  Yes, each library will be updated in SalesConnect and can be accessed here. 
 
Q:  Will Cisco Live count towards the Continuous Learning requirements? 
A:  Yes.  Partner attendees are required to submit proof of attendance on this web 
form. Proof of attendance can be a Certificate of Completion or a screen shot of your 
session history from your Cisco Live! profile.  We will also accept registration 
confirmation emails, receipts, etc…  Cisco Live! is worth 20 points for the 
Specialization of your choice. 
 
Q:  Will local training count towards Continuous Learning requirements?  
A:  We are reviewing regional-specific trainings (workshops, bootcamps, etc.), and 
they will be counted where appropriate. 
 
Continuous Learning Points  
Q:  How do Partners achieve Specializations? 

https://salesconnect.cisco.com/open.html?h=PAGE-2900
https://salesconnect.cisco.com/open.html?h=PAGE-2900
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/c7551d7fc2a149e293a30dc10f745102
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/c7551d7fc2a149e293a30dc10f745102


A:  Partners continue to achieve Specializations by achieving core requirements.  
Core requirements are those necessary to achieve a Specialization for the first time. 
Subsequent renewals will be based upon Continuous Learning point accrual and 
maintenance of the core. Continuous Learning points only apply toward annual 
renewal.   
 
Q:  Do I need to maintain core requirements if I am building points in Continuous 
Learning?  
A:  Yes, Partners must continually maintain core requirements to remain compliant 
in a Specialization and eligible for the benefits of the Specialization.  
 
Q:  How will Partners renew Specializations? 
A:  Partners renew their Specializations by earning Continuous Learning points and 
by maintaining their core requirements. 
 
Q:  What are Continuous Learning point values and how are they allocated? 
A:  Continuous Learning point values are generally allocated by 1 point per 30 
minute increment, up to a maximum value of 20 points (25 for a very limited set of 
activities). However, there are exceptions to that general guideline from time to 
time. They are a representation of the partner investment, business relevance, and 
priority.  
 
Q:  How are Continuous Learning points related to a Specialization? 
A:  Continuous Learning points are earned annually from anniversary date to 
anniversary date and are used for Specialization renewal only.  The 12-month 
period is from anniversary date to anniversary date. Not renewal date to the next 
anniversary date. Thus, if a partner earns points after the submit a renewal, we do 
not change their anniversary dates based on renewal dates, and those points earned 
above the requirement will reset on the day after your Specialization anniversary. 
 
Q:  Will the points be the same for every Specialization? 
A:  Annual required Continuous Learning points will vary by Specialization level 
(Architecture, Technology, Express), but not by Specialization within levels. This 
means all Advanced Architecture Specializations will have the same point 
requirement, all Advanced Technology Specializations will have the same point 
requirement, and all Express Specializations will have the same point requirement.  
 
Q:  How many points are required for a Specialization?  
A:  Advanced Architecture: 100 
       Express Specializations: 40 
 
Q:  How long are Continuous Learning points valid? 
A:  Continuous Learning points are valid from anniversary date to anniversary date, 
and are used for Specialization renewal only. 
 
Q:  How many points are needed as a pre-condition to achieve a Specialization? 



A:  No points are needed to achieve a Specialization.  Specializations are achieved by 
meeting core requirements for each identified job role.  Continuous Learning points 
are only earned for renewing a Specialization once it is attained. 
 
Q:  Will Continuous Learning points rollover? 
A:  Continuous Learning points earned above the annual requirement will not carry 
over to the next year. 
 
Q:  Who can earn Continuous Learning points for a Partner? 
A:  Any individual associated to a Partner company may earn Continuous Learning 
points.  There is no limit to how many individuals can take and earn points for 
Continuous Learning.  Individuals need to associate their valid CCO ID to their 
appropriate partner company BE GEO ID via the Partner Self-Service portal. 
 
Q:  What happens when a person who has earned Continuous Learning points leaves 
a Partner Company? 
A:  The points will stay with the Partner Company and will be displayed on the 
Continuous Learning View detailed report under the title: “Previous Employee”.  
Additionally, if that person goes to another Partner Company, that new Partner 
Company will also get credit for those points.  This recognizes the inherent value of 
our Partner’s investment with Cisco as well as the individual’s education. 
 
Q:  Are only the assigned AM, SE, or FE role holders able to accrue points? 
A:  No, the Continuous Learning points may be earned by anyone in the Partner 
company; they do not have to be the same people in the AM, SE, or FE roles in the 
core. 
 
Q:  Are individuals who earn points required to have a CCO ID? 
A:  Yes, the Partner individual must have a CCO ID plus they must also make sure 
they are associated to their partner company via Partner Self-Service. 
 
Q: What if I have more than one CCOID? 
A: When there are more than one CCOID on the same contact profile in Partner Self 
Service, then the contact needs to go into Partner Self Service to do merge/delete of 
their multiple CCOIDs. This process updates the profile so that only the active CCOID 
shows in Partner Self Service. Note that this will only update the Partner Self Service 
contact profile. If the contact has any information like Bill-To IDs and/or contracts 
on the non-active CCOID then they will also need to work with the appropriate 
group to get the bill to IDs or contracts added to active CCOID profile. 
 
Here is the process to correct duplicate CCOIDs: 
1. Log into Partner Self Service www.cisco.com/go/pss with CCOID 
2. From the "Choose a task" drop down menu select "Delete or Merge duplicate 
Cisco.com users IDs" 
3. Click on link that says "Manage Cisco.com User IDs" 
4. Remove or merge your Cisco.com IDs 

https://pss.cloudapps.cisco.com/WWChannels/GETLOG/welcome.do
https://pss.cloudapps.cisco.com/WWChannels/GETLOG/welcome.do


 
Q:  Will retaking the individual specialization exams (CCIE written) add points to the 
supported Partner architecture? 
A:  In the case where that specific exam is included in the Continuous Learning 
Library, then yes.  Some teams have identified career certification exams in the 
Continuous Learning Library to drive deeper adoption of that particular Career 
Certification.   
 
Q:  If Continuous Learning points are earned 2-3 months before the specialization 
anniversary due date, does everything revert to zero at the anniversary date? 
A:  Points revert to zero on the day after the anniversary date if the minimum point 
requirement has been met.  There is a 10-day grace period for partners not meeting 
the minimum point requirement.  If the Continuous Learning Point requirement is 
not met by the end of the 10-day grace period then the Partner will lose their 
Specialization.  Partners can submit at any time in recertification cycle 90-days prior 
to their anniversary date. 
 
Q:  How do Partners regain their Specialization if they lose it for not meeting the 
Continuous Learning point requirement? 
A:  Partners that lose their Specialization can get it back by attaining the required 
Continuous Learning points, and reapplying for the Specialization when all core and 
continuous learning requirements are met. For example, if the requirement is 100 
points, and a Partner loses the Specialization because they only have 75 points at 
the end of the 10-day grace period, then the Partner will regain their Approved 
status when the get the additional 25 points required to meet the 100 point 
requirement, and resubmit their application, as long as they continue to meet the 
core requirments.  Their new anniversary date will be the date they are re-
Approved and they will then have one year from that date to meet the next 
Continuous Learning point requirement for renewal. 
 
Q:  Can a Partner reapply for a Specialization after losing it? 
A:  A Partner that loses their Specialization may not reapply as a new Partner in a 
previously held Specialization for 18-months following the date they lose that 
Specialization.  However, they may get their Specialization “reactivated” by meeting 
their Continuous Learning point requirement and submit their reapplication, as long 
as they continue to meet the core requirements for that Specialization. 
 
 
Continuous Learning point requirement by Specialization type 
 
Q:  In Partner Management and Application, what does the “First six months of 
accrual period” message mean?  Do I accumulate points during that time?   
A:  The status icon for Continuous Learning will remain inactive for the first six 
months of your 12-month anniversary period and appear gray.  You are still 
accumulating points during that time.  The icon will display in color after that to 
indicate if you are behind or on target to have enough points for renewal.   



 
Q:  Are there any mandatory items for Continuous Learning? 
A:  From time to time, there may be mandatory items included in the Continuous 
Learning libraries.  This provides us with a way to require that Partners complete 
critical product updates when necessary.  This can be viewed as delta content 
updates to the Core Specialization content without requiring Partners to retake the 
entire core course again when much of the content may be redundant.  
 
Q:  Will mandatory items have point values? 
A:  Yes, mandatory items will have point values and will contribute to the overall 
point requirement to renew your Specialization.  For example, if the Advanced 
Collaboration Architecture requires every Partner to take a 5-point course in a given 
renewal cycle, then that will count for 5 of the 100 points required for renewing that 
Specialization that year. 
 
Q:  Can more than one person take a mandatory title and get point credit? 
A:  Yes, each individual who completes the mandatory title will get point credit 
towards renewing your Specialization. 
 
Q:  Do I get credit for downloading Continuous Learning videos to watch offline? 
A:  No. Points accrue only for “Viewing” a video, not “Downloading”.  
 
Q: What are the primary resources for Continuous Learning for Specializations? 
A: Below are the primary online resources. 
 
Internal and External 
 
For additional help, please open a case: 

1. Go to Customer Service Central www.cisco.com/go/cs 

2. Click “Open a Case” tab 

3. Click “View All” link under Additional Support or Program & Tool Support header 

(varies depending on external/internal) 

4. Click “Cert & Spec Status and Audit Guidance” link 

5. Enter case details and submit 

 
Continuous Learning for Specializations on SalesConnect   

https://salesconnect.cisco.com/open.html?h=HUB-1322 

 
Program Management and Application 
WWW.CISCO.COM/GO/PMA 
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